
When I founded Control Alt Delete on 9/2/2019 I knew
there was a need, I did not realize how great that need
would be. With community support we have fulfilled
100% of the escape requests that fall within our
mission.

Anuual Impact Report
2023

In 2023 Control Alt Delete
supported requests for
assistance from 104
different referring agencies.

6 months in 2023 had
escapes over 1,000 each
month with December
having a record 1,518
escapes facilitated.

A YEAR WITH
UNIQUE
CHALLENGES

A MESSAGE
FROM OUR
FOUNDER

22,246
Those escapes included this many children

5 , 1 14
Pets that escaped

Escapes from domestic violence

1 1 , 6 13

IMPACT
SNAPSHOT



Transportation
38.7%

Food & BIN Bins
37.3%

Security
14.1%

Hotel
7.3%

Control Alt Delete is

100% volunteer run

with no overhead

costs. 

We are proud that $1 of

every dollar donated

goes directly to helping

people escape

domestic violence.

2023 DIRECT SERVICE EXPENSES

$105,556.47

SERVICES DETAILS

Transportation Gas cards, cab and
ride share rides
and bus tickets to
safety.

Transportation to safety is the number
1 needed service.

A $10 gas gift card is the difference
between staying and escaping.

Grocery assistance
& BIN Bin program

Grocery help for
food insecure and
BIN Bins (basic
immediate need)

Grocery assistance is the #1 requested
service for senior citizen escapes.

Alowing Survivors dignity in not having to
ask for help with essential items.

Hotel & Security Up to a 2 night stay in a
hotel.
New locks, security
camera system &
Safety Kits.

A temporary hotel stay to allow for OOP
to be served, travel arrangements, shelter
space to open.
Securing the Survivors environment.

OUTCOME



We couldn't have
done it without your
generous 

Thank you 
to all our donors
and volunteers.

Donations
56.9%

Grants
39.2%

In-Kind
3.9%

support. 
Together we are creating a Society of Survivors

while bridging the gap in services. By

providing one time assistance we remove the

barriers that keep Survivors in domestic

violence situations; allowing those Survivors

the ability to reach their safety.

This would not be possible without your life

saving support. 

dvcontrolaltdelete.org

cad@dvcontrolaltdelete.org

2023 LIFE SAVING DONATIONS

$126,107.51
In 2023 the actual cost to
Control Alt Delete per
escape average is $19.10.
 $19.10 to save lives! 

The average family unit of
a Control Alt Delete
escape is a mother, 3
children and 1 pet.

@ dv.ctrlaltdel


